APPENDIX II
SUMMARY   OF   I>LAY   MATERIALS   FOR
CHILDREN1
Birth to Six Months
Sterilizable toys. — Remove all removable parts, as rings on rattles,
•whistle openings* Be sure that the paint will not wash off, and that it
has no lead in it to poison the baby. Beware of points or anything
to jab the baby's eyes or mouth. Suitable toys are: rubber balls large
enough not to be swallowed; bright toys, especially red, with some
yellow; cuddly dolls,
Suspend toys above the baby's chest so that he can bat them around
and look at them without acquiring bad eye habits.
Six Months to a Year
Tie strings to his toys so he can pull them back when he throws
them away. Continue to avoid toys with non-washable paint and sharp
points* Everything should be sterilizable. Suitable toys are: rubber
sponge dolls and toys when he can be guarded against chewing them
or choking on them; blocks, too large to be swallowed; sturdy rattles;
bright cloth toys, sturdy, with no removable parts; simple bright put-
and-take toys, as nests o£ boxes, with smaller bits to put in and take
out; boxes and jars with tops to screw and put on; balls.
Toys now are chiefly of value for increasing the child's interest in
things for which to reach and for him to manipulate.
One to Two Years
All toys must still be stcrilizable, and free from non-washable paint
and sharp points. Be sure the child has no lead toys. Tin is danger-
ous, Suitable play materials are: bright-colored balls; push-and-pull
sturdy toys; simple hammering outfits; large boxes that won't tip over
for building; blocks for building; table and chairs, sturdy, seat 12
inches from the floor; simple cupboards 6r large boxes for toys; cuddly
dolls and toys; toys for finer putand-take games; rubber sponge toys
when supervised; boxes, with covers to fit on.
It possible, see that the child does not learn to tear things to pieces
Mend all broken parts immediately, or discard broken toys.
i Prepared by Dr. Katharine B, Greene.
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